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On the Pivotal Difference between Clinical 

Skills and Business Skills  

Or   

The Paradox of Breakthrough Success 

Part 1  

By Christian Nix  

 

If your schooling actually brought you - as it is intended - to minimal competence and bestowed the 

ability to make a living, then count yourself among the fortunate. 

Yet the overwhelming majority of Chinese medical practitioners still struggle mightily to achieve that 

minimal capability. 

Those who refuse to give up may suffer career-long from the second class status resulting from simple 

lack of income. 

I suppose it would be possible to be truly excellent in-clinic and still fail in your earning potential; 

But what is more likely according to my own 9+ years in this industry – the last five of which have been 

lived as a teacher and innovator within mainstream and hospital based practice –  

is that such practitioners have failed to resolve two specific ‘postures’ absolutely required for success in 

holistic practice in the 21st century. 

The good news is that 

If you conquer these two obstacles . . . 

You are guaranteed to find uncommon success in whatever specialty you 

choose to practice. 

 

On the Strange Paradox of Breakthrough Success 

It is a curious observation that clinical success requires an exact opposite orientation than that of 

business success. 
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Let me explain: 

In almost every situation with students I have mentored and trained in the past 5+ years, it is the 

student’s obsessive preoccupation with her own knowledge and doings that prevent clinical competence. 

In other words, unless and until you get free of your school learning.  You can never practice at the 

professional level. 

When I say ‘get free of your school learning,’ I mean two specific things: 

First, all fundamentals of theory and application MUST be profoundly reflexive. 

This is no small achievement because every school I am aware of survives on tuition. 

To obtain that tuition they must sell a version of Chinese medicine that promotes all the exact loose-

headed mysticism that prospective students already have firmly in place – many (most?) of whom have 

either a stated dissatisfaction with conventional science and medicine or at least a passive but palpable 

desire to grow beyond the current dilemma in American medicine. 

Thus the school fails to turn out the kind of practitioners who actually understand and can  

practice the system as a system. 

This naturally begets a second requirement. 

For those practitioners who have managed to solidify the above mentioned fundamentals and who 

emerge from the benighted fog of school-learning and the confusion it begets, 

The obvious corollary achievement is to rid yourself of any and all bad habits you might have picked up 

along your way. 

This is as true of needle skills – or lack thereof – as much as it is true of poor or inaccurate thinking. 

Now . . .  

If you are good enough (and rare enough) to clear these two hurdles, you can at last graduate to the 

professional ranks. 

This is a strata of practice that sounds ridiculously obvious; nonetheless it is a rarefied level. 

Your goal as a clinician is to arrive at a level of skill (experience) and expertise (knowledge) wherein . . .  

What you do is no longer the focus of clinical interaction 

But rather 

The patient experience is! 
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The infatuation most practitioners persist on holding onto manifests in . . .  

1. Oblivious needle technique (where no response is required let alone sought).   

Far too many practitioners bail-out on this point simply because they actually believe that sticking 

pins in their patients is therapeutic. 

I care little for the argument that shallow and response less needling is just as good. 

The 21st century patient requires a real and unambiguous needle response. 

If your needling doesn’t produce this response, you are going through emotions . . . badly. 

2. Overwhelming the patient with endless and unintelligible babble about new-age holism and 

energy medicine and everything the professional holism is not is a big mistake in the long-run. 

You can make a living as a new-age practitioner. 

In fact most people are, to some greater or lesser degree, doing exactly this. 

But patient education is an organized and very sober affair and - as I will argue in the second half 

of this piece - 

Must be sold and packaged if you want true leverage and business prowess in the 21st century. 

The less you tell patients about what you do and how you get your results, the more mystique you 

create around yourself. 

This is the very marrow of your business and financial success, as I will explain. 

Don’t over-extol the virtues of holism by diluting the obvious mystique it holds for patients. 

Acupuncture and herbs have great cache right now and can be ‘undersold’ 

with too much explaining to patients. 

Besides, no lay-patient really understands holism and holistic metaphor and the proper professional 

methodology of holism anyway. 

Giving a childish version can be worse than none, since you are debunking your own mystique and 

superiority with each attempt to explain that which they do not understand. 

This is like burning your marketing currency - which you will covet sorely when it comes time to get paid, 

and paid well. 

To sum up this point . . .  
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The true professional orients her clinical skills – i.e. her thinking and clinical applications - toward the 

patient’s experience. 

No focus is given - even in the silence of the clinician’s mind - to theory or technique as these have been 

thoroughly absorbed and made into reflex and habit;  

Rather, the full focus and emphasis is shifted toward every aspect and detail of the patient’s experience. 

 How was the patient greeted? 

 How questioned? 

 What message was conveyed by the diagnostic examination? 

 Was the patient convinced that he has been understood and is in good hands? 

 How was the clinic setup and the decor laid out? 

 **Was the treatment unambiguously effective or were needles inserted that elicited no 

therapeutic response? 

 How were questions dealt with? Too much talking and waxing poetic about holism and 

holistic concepts? 

 How was the patient asked to return? Upsold? 

 How much did the patient ‘cost’ you for the treatment? 

 

With 21st century practice, the devil is in the details. 

If your service or if the patient experience is mediocre, why would you expect success? 

If that patient can go anywhere to receive that same commoditized service, then there is little to 

recommend your practice and patient attrition will be a constant issue. 

 

Part 2: The Pivotal Paradox of Successful Marketing . . . COMING NEXT! 
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